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产品详情

Certification of tractors and trailers for CU TR 031/2012

1.On which machines are the regulations applicable?

2.What tractors do not pass through this document?

3.What are the requirements of this regulation?

4.What form of matching is best to choose?

1.The regulations include wheeled or tracked agricultural or forestry vehicles with a speed of at least 6 km/h,as well as
various components that may affect the safety of tractors.For example,headlights,direction indicators,various fixtures
for lighting,engine,tires and so on.

2.Technical regulations apply if:

-tractors or trailers were manufactured in a single production;

-if the tractor was assembled before the entry into force of this document or has already been used.

3.The tractor should work properly throughout its life.In order to determine which specific requirements are
needed,you must first identify the machines.For example,for tractors of categories T1,T2 or T5 there will be different
requirements.Equipment,such as:fuel tank,brake systems,devices for lighting,everything will be held according to the
established State Standards or TR CU.If you need to know the requirements for a specific type of tractor,we advise you
to contact our certification body.

4.It is not necessary to choose the form of conformity in this Regulation,because it is only one-a certificate of
conformity.As with the point above,everything will depend on the type of tractor.Only an accredited certification
body can conduct this procedure,and an accredited laboratory can test it.



Certification schemes,which can be carried out all three-1c,3c,4c.

-1c scheme applies to mass production

-3c is carried out for the party

-4c for single production.

A certificate under the 1c scheme is issued for a period of 5 years for a batch,that is,3c,without any time limit,but the
certificate will contain information on the distinctive features of the parties.

As for the documents,the kit is very voluminous,because the tractor is divided into many types and for each need
different documents.Therefore,you should contact us,we have competent experts who will tell you all the information.
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